INTRODUCTION

**Vision:** Through the use of web development, we aspire to serve as a guiding light for marginalized communities and to lead the real estate investment sector. Our daily operations will prioritize integrity, respect, and sustainability, as we strive to enhance fairness in opportunities on a global scale.

**Current Goals:**
1. More visual, interactive, and personal to the users
2. Enable quick & convenient access to real estate knowledge
3. Automate the admin process for the forum to make the website a safe space for users

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

We used a variety of open-source resources to deepen our understanding of MERN stack and to discover the different web frameworks that may be useful.

**NetNinja:** We utilized an online course from Shaun Pelling, a freelance web developer, to learn more about MERN Stack, how to implement MongoDB authorization, and how to design a clean and efficient database.

**React Bootstrap:** The Frontend team researched various frameworks to use for the user interface to enable a reactive design. After researching, we decided to use React Bootstrap, an open-source package that automatically responds to the changing state of the web page.

FUTURE GOALS

**Forum Improvement**
- CSS bug fixes: adding tags and colors to posts from different users
- AI Moderation: keep the forum posts appropriate

**Statistics**
- Add multiple cities besides Gary, Indiana
- Access via drop down menu to change city view
- Access 3 cities for free. Log in to view
- Access to more than 3 different cities require payment

**General Website Improvements**
- CSS bug fixes
- Website review section
- More photos in photo gallery

CONCLUSION

**Technology Integration and Social Impact**
Harnessing the MERN stack, we've enhanced our digital platform, making strides in community support and engagement.

**Sustainable Progress**
Our foundational efforts emphasize sustainability, readying us for responsible growth and broader service reach.

**Next Steps**
'No Limit Living' is set to expand, innovate, and continue breaking barriers in real estate accessibility.